Addressing Two Issues on Conformational Differences and Utility of Random Number Generators in Conformational Sampling
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Abstract: Conformation search procedure is carried out to generate an ensemble of conformations that could be used for purposes such as to address the problem of ligand and receptor flexibility during molecular docking, protein structure predictions, loop modeling and to calculate binding properties. Two important aspects have been discussed, the criteria of different conformations for the purpose of effective conformation sampling in systematic conformation searches, and the redundancies of using random number generators in random searches.

INTRODUCTION

Conformation search is a technique, which is employed to examine conformation excursions and build an ensemble in conformational sampling [1-4]. The generated ensemble serves a preliminary data to address flexibility of ligand and enzyme during docking, calculate binding properties, explore dynamics, and to address protein folding and ab initio structure prediction problems. The article addresses two important issues in the conformation sampling of a polypeptide. First, to elaborate on the criteria of different conformations for the purpose of effective conformation sampling in deterministic (systematic) conformation searches. Second, it explains the redundancies of using random number generators in stochastic (random) searches.

Distinguishing conformations is key to understand protein functions, mapping their conformational landscape, structure comparisons, clustering and database searches [5-8]. All the computational approaches aiming to perform conformational search procedures confront with a common problem i.e. to define a suitable measure of conformational difference, and thereby map complete or a representative conformational landscape of a molecule. This question is relevant in the computational structural biology and it is the purpose of this article to assert cases where the question may be unambiguously answered. Trivially speaking, the present question matters in the context of molecules possessing a well defined structure, and therefore it is irrelevant for some special classes of proteins such as intrinsically unstructured proteins [9]. In general, the term “different conformations” has practically no meaning, where the overall conformation is averaged out.

The systematic or total conformation search is routinely carried out in a grid fashion and an important question is what should be the size of a unit grid (steps of \(\phi\) and \(\psi\) for proteins) as a minimum measure of different conformation, in order to sample the total conformational landscape of a molecule? The systematic conformation search procedure is computationally tractable but still impracticable for macromolecules. A large number of conformers of the order of \(2^{100}\) are possible even for a small protein of about 100-residue length, assuming only two conformations per residue. To generate all these structures, it would require about an age of universe. As a practical solution, a representative set of the total population is generated using stochastic or Monte Carlo searches. In this approach, protein structures are generated at random and a variety of random number generators are employed for this purpose.

Taking a reasonable assumption that protein conformations are essentially described by backbone torsion angles, \(\phi\) and \(\psi\), and ignoring the minor flexibility of peptide plane (\(\Delta\phi \approx 10^\circ\) and molecular geometry, the foregoing question translates into the language of mathematics, how different these values should be for different conformers. Protein structures could be compared in many ways [6], and the root mean square deviation (rmsd) is the most popular measure for its simplicity and robustness. The commonly accepted criterion of similar conformations by model builders and crystallographers is not a universal one [10]. The C\(^\alpha\)-rmsd value of 0.1-0.6Å for similar conformations (precisely speaking 0.1-0.6Å per residue or atom under consideration) is equivalent to the backbone torsion angle difference of 5-25\(^\circ\) (the value of 0.1Å is approximately equivalent to a rotation angle of 4\(^\circ\), assuming bond distance of 1.54Å; supplementary Fig. 1). Apart from experimental errors, these figures inherently embody the thermal motion of atoms leading to random distribution of their positions to this extent. These figures of similarity are not sacrosanct and depend upon the model quality and the size of macromolecule [11]. For poorly resolved and less accurate structures, more relaxed criterion could be employed. Mathematically answering the question for a general case was elegant but what about for proteins, subjected to systematic changes? We know that the small systematic deviation occurring for each residue within a regular secondary structure would lead to a different type of structure. In
natural proteins, this type of systematic differences among conjugated residues is unusual. Instead, fluctuating deviations from their regular values are generally observed. As against thermally induced random motion, the systematic motions occur in proteins as a result of protein folding process, conformational transitions and ligand-induced conformational changes. A notable example is a hinge-like motion [12], where even a small conformational change at the pivot would lead to large changes at far away places and the aforementioned criteria of similarity no longer holds true (supplementary Fig. 2).

Having answered the first question, we are now in a position to appreciate the redundancies of using the random number generators in random sampling. Do random number generators serve any useful purpose in protein structure generations? Random numbers are needed to generate random conformational parameters of polypeptide chain. Typically, random numbers in (0, 1) range are generated which are then converted to corresponding parameters by suitable mapping. For a general peptide sampling, about 10-15 random numbers are needed to populate random conformation angles of backbone and side chains, their preferred values and sometimes geometric parameters. Even considering the unit grid size for a torsion angle down to 1°, there would be only 361 different values to try for. Indeed, the number of trials are even less as only ~50% and ~25% of the total Ramachandran space qualify for the allowed region of Gly and Ala, respectively, and further less for β-branched residues and Pro, whereas only 5-10% remain accessible for non-natural residues such as Aib [13]. Permutations of all these values for an angle with the rests lead to an astronomical combination of conformations. Hence, it is purposeless to employ random number generators to pick one conformation parameter among very few, and their use is an overhead for the program. You would pick these conformational parameters randomly anyway, simply by random shuffling, without using sophisticated random number generators. Although, efficient codes of random number generators are available that can execute the job in just a fraction of seconds. But for large-scale sampling, random numbers are needed in trillions. Profile analysis of a program, employing random number generators in random sampling. Do random number generators serve any useful purpose in protein structure generations? Random numbers are needed to generate random conformational parameters of polypeptide chain. Typically, random numbers in (0, 1) range are generated which are then converted to corresponding parameters by suitable mapping. For a general peptide sampling, about 10-15 random numbers are needed to populate random conformation angles of backbone and side chains, their preferred values and sometimes geometric parameters. Even considering the unit grid size for a torsion angle down to 1°, there would be only 361 different values to try for. Indeed, the number of trials are even less as only ~50% and ~25% of the total Ramachandran space qualify for the allowed region of Gly and Ala, respectively, and further less for β-branched residues and Pro, whereas only 5-10% remain accessible for non-natural residues such as Aib [13]. Permutations of all these values for an angle with the rests lead to an astronomical combination of conformations. Hence, it is purposeless to employ random number generators to pick one conformation parameter among very few, and their use is an overhead for the program. You would pick these conformational parameters randomly anyway, simply by random shuffling, without using sophisticated random number generators. Although, efficient codes of random number generators are available that can execute the job in just a fraction of seconds. But for large-scale sampling, random numbers are needed in trillions. Profile analysis of a program, employing such calculations would reveal that a single random number generator may consume even up to 1-2% of the total computational time. Given that about dozen such random numbers are expected to be employed, this would be significant time consumption. Certainly, there are even higher computationally expensive jobs during conformation searches such as energy calculations, and they have already been discussed at length elsewhere [1,14]. Contrarily, the numerical counts of randomly generated numbers overwhelmingly exceed the requirement, in other words they are far more accurate (about 5-20 decimal places in (0, 1) range) than the actual demand (only up to couple of decimal places), on an average we are more likely to generate the redundant (same) conformation. It is rather unfortunate that many public and in-house programs, performing conformational search in one way or the other, waste precious time in generating random numbers.
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